THURSDAY, JULY 14, 2022

Public Lecture

Tony Bates  Contact North
Online, In-Person or Both? Some Guidelines for Deciding

Workshops

In-Person

Testing Principles & Best-Practices: Assessments for Different Learners, Topics, and Teaching Modalities  Led by Amy Pachai

Learning from Experience: How Design Thinking Can Create Impactful Learning Experiences  Led by Irina Ghilic & Amy Pachai


4 Ways to Think About Student Engagement  Led by Laura Cole

Motivating Effective Learners  Led by Veronica Yan

Incorporating EDI principles into STEM education by understanding the importance of Privilege, Identity and Belonging  Led by Imogen Coe

Delivering Powerful Presentations: Apply Multimedia Learning Principles to Slide Design  Led by Joe Kim & Paulina Rzeczkowska

Online

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in the Classroom  Led by Mayu Nishimura

Applying the 7 Core Skills of Digital Accessibility for Inclusive Teaching  Led by Kate Brown & Jessica Blackwood

Creating Mental Health-Positive Environments via Principles of Universal Design  Led by Sarah Whitewell & Sam Clarke

Restorative Learning: Embodied Connection & Feeling to Learn  Led by Deena Kara Shaffer & Diana Brecher

Practice Makes Perfect: Supporting Student-Generated MCQs with PeerWise  Led by Paul Denny

FRIDAY, JULY 15, 2022

Presentations

Bridgette Hard  Duke University
The Undercover Scientist: Teach and Discover with Stealthy Pedagogical Research

Kristy Robinson  McGill University
Motivated Students and Motivating Classrooms: Socioemotional Processes as Opportunities for Student Success

Joe Kim  McMaster University
Motivating Durable Learning for In-Person and Online Classes

Data Blitz

Poster Presentations

Panel Discussion

Looking Forward to the Next Decade of Evidence-Based Interventions in Education

#EdCog2022

Visit our website to register & learn more:
https://edcog.mcmaster.ca